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like that of their grandparents. But it was a world that had been
under siege since well before the Civil War. And it had only a few
more decades of liG.

Music had accompanied the successive transformations in the
lives of the plain folk, and it accompanied them into the new
century and, ult imately, into their new lives as wage laborers
in towns and cit ies across the entire nation. Music contributed
to their evolving self-definition as country people displaced from
their rural moorings.

Only two short decades after the turn of the century, two
new powerful forces of communication-radio and recording-
permitted the scattered and localized forms of southern rural
music to coalesce into a commercialized entity that eventually be.
came known as country music. As radio broadcasts blanketed the
nation's airwaves, and recordings penetrated inro increasing num-
bers of homes, rhese commercialized vehicles of a shared regional
culture provided security and escape for country folk in transition.
Although residences and occupations changed, music endured,
documenting the transformations that reshaped the Iives of south-
ern plain folk, and bequeathing to all of us the rich legacy of their
cultural experience.

Chapter Two

Popular Cuhure and the
Music of the South

At a conference on traditional music held rn
Chapel Hil l, North Carolina, in April Ig89,

ballad singer Doug Wallin presented a short program of songs he
had learned growing up in that citadel of pld-time music, Madison
County, North Carolina, where Cecil Sharp had found his richest
repository of traditional ballads. After reverently announcing that
he would perform a song he learned from his mother, Berzilla,
Wallin cleared his throat, and after a pause, launched into "After
the Ball," the monster pop hit from 1896 written by Charles K.
Harris. The story and the lyrics were basically as Harris had writ-
ten them, but the modal melody and the style of presentation
were Wallin's. Some of the eminent folklorists in attendance sat
in embarrassed or stunned silence. The incident nevertheless tells
us much about the musical catholicity and tolerance of the folk.
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Wallin is not atypical. His experiences with popular music, or
with commercial music, have been shared by the folk for as long
as such music has been available. The proof lies in the published
folk song collections; the unpublished material found in college
and university archives in the South (often collected from stu'
dents or their parents); in the handwritten "ballets," song folios,
and other published material found in plain folk homes; and in
the recordings made since the rgzos by hillbilly and folk musi-
cians for the commercial phonograph companies and the Library
of Congress.r In these repositories one finds abundant examples
of the folk's receptivity tct music of popular origin. Given the
clear and strong biases of the collectors, who usually hoped to
find British-derived material or its American equivalent, it is a
wonder that so many of the pop songs actually showed up in the
published collections (one also wonders what and how much was
left out of the collections). Referring to the "penny dreadfuls,"
his name for the folk songs of known popular origins, James Ward
Lee noted that "folksong collectors do not like to get them, but
most find that for every 'real' folksong they collect, they get six or
eight 'dreadfuls."' He further concluded that "one of the things
highbrow collectors do not like to admit, but are forced to, is that
their informants have almost no taste whatsoever." l

The scholars and musicians who became preoccupied with folk
music at the turn of the twentieth century labored under the spell
of the great Harvard academician, Francis James Child, who since
the r88os had collected surviving l iterary specimens of 3o5 Brit ish
ballads.r The "Child ballads" were prized for their impersonality,
dramatic import, and literary content, and were consequently
deemed to be the "aristocrats" of ballad literature. The "broad-
side" ballads, on the other hand, were the known products of
professional writers (usually described by the scholars as "hacks"),
which were hawked on broadside sheets or in folios in towns and
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cities throughout Great Britain and Colonial America.a Child-
oriented scholars tended to see the broadsides, and other songs
of popular origin, as decidedly inferior to the more literary Child
ballads. The folk, in contrast, made no such distinctions. The
collectors who went "song catching" in the southern mountains
in the early twentieth century did not go there in an open-minded
search for whatever the folk possessed; they went instead in quest
of l iving examples of the Child canon. Similarly, the collections
made in American public schools after r9r4, under the auspices
of the U.S. Bureau of Education, were motivated explicit ly by
the desire to lind Child ballads that were still being sung. Ecstatic
that a few of these songs still survived, but convinced that their
days were numbered, the collectors went about their tasks with
a great sense of urgency. Howard Brockway, American composer
and professor of composition at the Juil l iard School of Music,
later recalled his first song-collecting expedition in the Kentucky
mountains in 1916: "The hunt for particular and rare old Eliza-
bethan ballads was one which made us thrill oftentimes as the
gold-seeker must thrill when he finds proof of the presence of the
precious metal. . . . It seemed sometimes to me as though I were
groping and feeling my way with the singer's mind through the
generations back into the Englard of the seventeenth century
from which his forefathers had journeyed forth into the fabulous
New \Uorldl"5 Whether "high-art" musician looking for concert
material, literary scholar, or mountain settlement teacher, early
collectors generally assumed that the British ballads and folk songs
were the products of a rural 'Anglo-Saxon" peasantry that was
rapidly succumbing to the forces of industrial "progress" and racial
dilution. Anything that smacked of the music hall, the popular
stage, or Tin Pan Alley was interpreted by the collectors as un-
pleasant evidence that the old ballad art and the folk culture that
nourished it were disappearing from the American scene.
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Long before Howard Brockway and other song catchers made
their trips to the southern hills, and well before Francis James
Child put his frrst thoughts on paper, the songs, dances, and per-
formance styles of popular culture had moved among and had
been embraced by the common folk. A rather circular or recipro-
cal process of folk-popular musical interchange began long before
the settlement of America. Professional entertainers, who were
sometimes products of folk communities, often absorbed music
or dances from folk sources, and then recirculated that material
in presumably altered form among both cultivated and nonctrlti-
vated audiences. The folk, on the other hand, learned. songs or
dances from professional musicians that over time and through
repeated transmission were transformed into folk pieces of anony-
mous origin and composition. Except in a few cases, we do not
know the identities of the itinerant musicians and ballad makers
of the Middle Ages, nor do we know the sources of the music they
performed. The pipers, fiddlers, jig dancers, or ballad vendors who
entertained on street corners and village greens or at the rural
fairs or other social or community functions, or who displayed
their talents in taverns and alehouses, were as "commercial" as
their societies would permit them to be. It is now impossible, and
irrelevant, to assess properly their varying degrees of "folkness" or
"prclfessionalism. "

Nor is it possible to identify or precisely define the music of
those who performed with the traveling shows-the circuses, ani-
mal acts, Punch and judy puppet shows, equestrian shows-and
who disseminated music among the folk. It is very easy to dismiss
them, along with the publishers and writers of the broadside bal-
lads, as no more than crass opportunists who foisted their cheaply
made music upon the gulllble folk. But it rnakes no sense to ex-
clude these musicians arbitrarily from the category of "folk." Of
one fact we can be certain: the British folk who came to America
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brought a mass of anonymous musical material that had been lil.
tered through commercial and popular sources before it reached
their possession. Songs, dances, and performance styles often as-
sumed wondrous and unexpected forms once they entered the
consciousness of the folk. The hornpipe, for example, began its
career as an instrument used to accompany rural dances. Eventu'
ally, a solo step dance known as the hornpipe, performed to the
accompaniment of either the pipe or the liddle, became popular
throughout the British Isles. The hornpipe remained a folk dance
among rural people, but by the early eighteenth century it had
also become a shclwpiece for professional entertainers of varying
descriptions. The dance may have come to America in something
like its original folk forrn, but it was circulated most widely in this
country in styles perfected by trained dancers, like John Bill Rick-
etts and John Durang, who traveled with professional rroupes.
Rural Southerners seem not to have preserved rhe dances popu-
larized by these entertainers, but they embraced the tunes that
accompanied them. In the southern musical lexicon, a hornpipe
became nothing more than a liddle tune.6

The southern plain fblk exhibited a catholic recepriviry ro
musical forms and styles comparable to that of their British an.
cestors. The South remained thror-ilhout the nineteenth century,
and n'ruch of the twentieth, a pervasively rural society marked by
bad roads, widely separated communities, a relatively high per-
centage of illiteracy, and primitive methods of communication.
Nevertheless, its people were never so isolated as to be immune
to the currents of popular culture. The folk singer Jean Ritchie,
in her beautiful autobiography, Singrng Family of the Cumberlands,
provides us with an instructive corrective to the myth of isolation.
In about r9o5, her father, Balis Ritchie, and his brorher, Isaac,
walked eighty miles from the freight oflice in Jackson, Kentucky
to brins home to their families in remote Perrv Countv a brand-
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new talking machine. During the return trip, which consumed
several days, they delighted the folks with whom they stayed by
playing cylinder records on the machine that "could talk and sing
plime blank l ike a natural man!"7

Long before talking machines and radios infiltrated the nation's
backcountry, pop music was already accompanying the traveling
shows that journeyed all over rural America in the nineteenth
century. The pattern was in fact set by the end of the eigh'
teenth century when puppet shows, circuses, animal acts, medi'
cine shows, equestrian shows, and, of course, formal dramatic
and musical concert troupes traveled from town to town along
the Atlantic Seaboard.8 Most of the humble dancers, fiddlers,
and other musicians who frequently traveled with such shows are
undocumented and unremembered. Only someone like John Bill
Ricketts, who was already famous in England before he came
to America with his circus in ry92, is recorded in the standard
studies of early theater. This great equestrian performer delighted
audiences with his remarkable physical dexterity and timing-
among other marvels of agility, he danced hornpipes on the back
of a horse galloping around an arena. Country frddlers still play a
song known as "Ricketts'Hornpipe." Ricketts's famous American
student and associate, John Durang, who in the r78os became this
country's first great professional dancer, also inspired an enduring
fiddle tune, "Durang's Hornpipe." Composed in r785 by Wilhelm
Hoffmeister as a concert piece for Durang, the tune began the life
that eventually led it into the repertories of country liddlers all
over America.e

The imported tradition of traveling entertainment endured in
the young American nation where it was often intermeshed with
the world of commerce. The medicine show, for example, whose
ancestry dates from at least the Middle Ages, was a familiar pres-
ence in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century America (at least a
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thousand of these shows were documented in rgoo). Tiaveling by
flatboat and horse and wagon, medicine shows used music and
comedy to sell their cargoes of magic elixir.r0 The patent medi-
cines were consumed or discarded, but the melodies lingered on.
Rev. Mason Locke Weems was not known as a medicine show
spieler, but he did employ music to sell products. Best known as
the inventor of the George Washington cherry tree story, Weems
was also a peddler of books and moral tracts who traveled exten-
sively by horse and wagon in the upper seaboard South in the early
r8oos. \7eems played lively fiddle tunes to attract country and
small town folk to his sales pitches.lr Nineteenth-century circuses,
like all troupes of itinerant entertainers, welcomed the chance
to travel through Dixie during the hard winter months. Musi-
cians such as Dan Emmett who later made careers in blackface
minstrelsy or other forms of show business first served apprentice-
ships with circuses like Spalding and Rogers. Although music was
an indispensable ingredient of circus success, the shows differed
greatly in the kind of performances they could afford. Some could
hire only a fiddler; others used gaily costumed brass bands to an-
nounce their presence or to accompany their acts; and, ofcourse,
others used the infectious sounds of the calliope. Probably the
most influential musical feature of thB nineteenth-century circus,
however, was the singing clown. Some clowns, like Dan Rice,
became famous for singing the pop hits of the day, both silly and
sentimental, and cheap editions of "clown songsters" were widely
circulated among circus audiences. rz

Like the other touring show business aggregations with which
they competed, circuses differed greatly in the kind of pomp and
splendor they could display. Few of the nineteenth-century travel-
ing shows, however, were as lavishly outfitted and promoted as the
showboats that carried theater and variety entertainment down
the major rivers of Middle America. The showboat era of Ameri-
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can entertainment began in r83r when Will iam Chapman took
his elaborately decorated steamboat, "The Floating Palace," down
the Ohio River for a season of theatrical productiol-ls. Before their
day in American history was completed, Chapman and his com-
petitors dispensed their brand of entertainment not only ar ports
from Pittsburgh to New Orleans, but also at tributary river towns
far off the beaten track.rr

Theatrical groups (or thespians, as they were often described)
played major roles in the dissemination of popular music in the
South. Presenting a diverse and rugged fare thar ranged from
Shakespeare to melodrama to variety entertainment, these men
and women had to be prepared to perform as singers, dancers,
musicians, and actors. Music was often part of the theatrical
productions themselves, but songs and dances were also com-
monly interspersed between acts as sets and costumes were being
changed. One can only be impressed by the hardihood and mis-
sionary zeal of such early theatrical people as Daniel Drake, Sol
Smith, and Noah Ludlow, who traveled thousands of miles with
their troupes on flatboats down the Ohio and Mississippi rivers,
and by horse and pack into interior areas not easily reached by
boat. In rSzz Noah Ludlow inroduced in New Orleans the "pop
hit" of that year, and a song which would soon play a viral role
in Andrew Jackson's campaign for the presidency-"Hunters of
Kentucky"-to a wildly enthusiastic crowd of visiting flatboat-
men and local residents. These groups, though, took their brand
of culture to places much smaller than New Orleans. Sometime
in r ii33 Sol Smith's group presented an evening of Shakespeare in
the dining room of a hotel in tiny Thzewell, Alabama. If Shake-
speare could reach a small town like that, pop music certainly
could too.ra

Of all the traveling shows known to nineteenth-century Ameri-
cans none had a more pervasive impact than blackface minstrelsy.

Cubure and the Music of the South

The phenomenon's overall history need not concern us here, ex-
cept to say that it was a form of variety entertainment performed
for most of its history by white men in blackface.l5 Students of
the form generally concentrate on the years from roughly r84o
down to the end of the century. Minstrelsy's influence, however,
could still be detected up to the middle decades of the twentieth
century, and its influence on the music of the South has been
enduring and profound. Abundant opportunities existed through-
out much of the nineteenth century for professional musicians to
absorb the sounds and styles of the folk South while also intro-
ducing their own music into the culture. And well before the
formal founding of the first minstrel troupe in r843-the Virginia
Minstrels-individual blackface musicians, performing usually as
members of circus acts, were already touring through the South.
Minstrelsy remained an active presence in the South unti l at
least World War I, and blackface comedians in fact thrived in
the region's entertainment until the early r95os-a cork-faced
duo known as Jamup and Honey headlined the Grand Ole Opry's
number-one tent show in the year prior to the landmark Supreme
Court decision, Brooun v. Board of Education, which outlawed
racial segregation in the public schools.16

Minstrel-derived humor did indeed endure in country music,
and can still be heard on most any "Hee Haw" television seg-
ment in our own time. Minstrel influence, however, went far be-
yond mere stage costuning or plantation-style humor. Minstrelsy
also introduced clr popularized an abundance of songs, dances,
instruments, and instrumental and vocal styles that moved intcr
the repertories of southern rural folk. The relationship between
minstrel music and folk music. of course, is about as difficult a
problem as we are likely to encounter. The minstrels were itin-
erant song-and-dance men who borrowed potentially commercial
music wherever they traveled, in both town and country, and from
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every available ethnic source. Some songs and styles undoubtedly
came from "plantation Negroes" or other "folk" sources, but other
musical ideas, such as those that informed the work of Stephen
Collins Foster, came from the reciprocally transmitted body of
popular music available to both European and American musi'
cians.r? As Hans Nathan has argued, the popularity of the term
"minstrel" itself, as well as the standard employment of four enter-
tainers in the early minstrel ensembles, may have been inspired
by the Tyrolese Family Rainer, a popular Alpine troupe that came
to the United States in 1838. Nathan notes further that while
the tunes used by the early minstrel groups "seemed original at
the time, most of thern turned out to be variants of stage and
folk music of Great Britain."r8 The minstrels of course were also
inventive entertainers who reworked older material, while also
creating new musical ideas. Some minstrel songs and styles, then,
were simply recycled to the folk who had originally "created"
them, while others were newly introduced. In either case, it is
diffcult to document the explicit transmission of style or song
from minstrel performer to folk performer, because minstrel ma-
terial sometimes went through a variety of formats before it linally
reached the "people"-through medicine shows, vaudeville, bur-
lesque, tent-repertoire shows, chautauqua, itinerant entertainers
and, eventually, phonograph recordings and radio broadcasts.r'

Minstrel hddlers and banjo players abounded. Backed by an
array of rhythm instruments such as bones, tambourine, or rri-
angle, the 6ddle and banjo constituted the closest approximation
of a "string band" that most rural Southerners had ever seen,
and the two remained the most comlnon coupling of instruments
in the rural South up to the rgzos. The prevalence of minstrel
fiddlers and banjoists, and their exposure to southern audiences
over a period of several decades, suggests a strong influence. But
while minstrel tunes, such as "OId Dan Tucker," "Turkey in the
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Straw," and 'Arkansas Tiaveler," have appeared frequently in the
repertoires of southern folk and country musicians, the imprint
of minstrel performance stlle has been much harder to document.
One 6nds virtually no contemporary description of minstrel fid-
dling, or fiddle instruction books from the nineteenth cenrury.
Hans Nathan, in his otherwise excellent discussion of the life and
career of Dan Emmett, is frankly making a bold and unsupported
leap in the dark when he says that "Emmett performed like a real
countrv fiddler: he held his instrument in front of his chest and
drew his bow across the strings as if it were an unwieldy pole." Nor
does he provide any documentation for his assertions that Emmett
played with a "squeaky, carelessly tuned fiddle" or that his style
featured "occasional variants including dotted notes and synco-
pations, and with open strings as drones, as is still the custom
in the backwoods."20 Even if these descriptions of early minstrel
fiddle style are correct, we are still left with the question of who
influenced whom. Was the early minstrel style merely an approxi-
mation of rural fiddling? To what degree was it inspired by the
playing of black fiddlers? And, conversely and most important for
our purposes, what was the extent of minstrel influence upon the
style and repertory of southern country fiddlers ?

The five-string banjo, on the other-hand, elicited extensive
contemporary commentary, enough in fact to make its history
both bewildering and intriguing. Although the banjo eventually
played a dramatic role in the history of commercial councry music
and was at the center of the bluegrass style's evolution after lUorld
War ll, the instrument's popularity among rural musicians lagged
far behind that of the liddle throughout most of the nineteenth
century. Antebellum references to the banjo's presence among
rural whites are rare, and only during the Civil War, when Con-
federate soldiers played string band music on bivouac, does one
find suggestions that the instrument enjoyed extensive usage in
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the South. Songs mentioned in the Civil War recollections indi-

cate minstrel influence, as does the testimony given much later by

the pioneer country musician Uncle Dave Macon. Macon's rec-

ollections of having learned banio techniques in about r885 from

Joel Davidson,' a minstrel who stayed at his parents' boarding-

house in Nashville, constitutes one of the few direct testimonies

that is available of such influence; his recorded repertory' how'

ever, including songs like "Rock About My Saro Jane," provides

dramatic audio evidence.lr
It is easy to understand how the banjo' and the minstrel style,

could have reached Dave Macon in Nashville, or other poten-

tial rnusicians in tl-rose places easily reached by touring profes'

sional entertainers. The banjo also gained currency and became

increasingly respectable in other formats available principaily to

city people in the decades after the Civil War. Polk Miller, for

example, a Richmond pharmacist, became regionally famous in

the r89os and early years of the twentieth century with his pro'

grams of southern and Confederate songs presented periodically

to civic groups and Confederate reunions. Miller played the banjo

and appeared with a group of black musicians known as the Old

Southland Quartette.22 By the turn <lf the century banjcl, man-

dolin, and guitar clubs had become the rage among middle-class

youth on college campuses and in towns and cities throughout the

South, and a variety of playing styles-some of them borrowed
from guitar techniques-were made widely available in instruc-

tion books and on the recordings of such popular urban musicians
as Fred Van Eps and Vess Ossman.2'

Despite the popularity the instrument exhibited in the urban

South at the end of the nineteenth century' the banjo never-

theless became most strongly identilied as a southern mountain
instrument. How did an instrument o{ black origin become iden'

ti{ied with a region where few blacks lived and where access to
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the outside world was limited? The answers ro rhe quesrions of
how the banjo reached the mountains, and how mountain styles
evolved, would do much to clarify the larger process of folk and
popular cultural interchange. Robert Winans feels rhat the avail-
able evidence suggests white minstrel influence in the years fol-
lowing the r88os when steamboats, following such Ohio River
tributaries as the Big Sandy, took professional rroupes far back
into the hil ls. He also argues rhat surviving banjo insrruction
books from the r85os reveal that such presumed "mountain" banjcr
styles as "frail ing" and "clawhammer" were adaptations of antebel-
lum minstrel techniques. William Tallmadge, on rhe other hand,
argues for direct black influence on the mountaineers, and main-
tains that the banjo took roor in the Appalachians with blacks
who lived there before the Civil War, and was made additionally
popular by blacks who moved to rhe mountains after the r87os t<r
work in the coal mines or on the railroads.2a

While minstrelsy's impact on southern musicians was profound
and enduring, its most importanr legacy lay in the songs that it
bequeathed to America. No phenomenon, in fact, did more to
generate a songwriting industry in the United States. A host of
songwriters, including Stephen Fosrer, contributed ro the , 'Ethio-
pian business" in order to survive or prosper in the music trade.
Like Foster, the writers may have aspired to genteel acceptance,
but they also needed conrmercial sustenance-and that meant
writing songs for the minstrel troupes. The minstrels are popularly
identified with nonsense songs like "Old Zip Coon," or faithful
darkey laments like "Old Black Joe," bur no songs ()r performance
styles were excluded from their repertories. Ever alert to the tastes
and changing fashions of the American public, minsmelsy became
a vehicle for the dissemination of the whole range of American
popular music, including sentimental and mother songs.15

Most of the minstrel songs were ephemeral, but a large number
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outlived the entertainment form that gave them birth. "Old Zip
Coon" (best known as "Turkey in the Straw"), "Buffalo Gals,"
"Listen to the Mockingbird," "Old Dan Tucker," "Yellow Rose of
Texas," "Jordan Am a Hard Road to Tiavel," 'Away Down on the
Old Plantation," and, of course, "Dixie," were but a few of the
minstrel-born songs that eventually assumed folk status. Many
became staples of hillbilly or country music.

Minstrelsy's role in funneling songs to the southern folk was but
a phase in a much larger and older process of pop and folk music
interchange. Prior to the concentration of song publishing in New
York City in the r89os, in the district around z8th Street known
as Tin Pan Alley,26 the publishing business was decentralized in
a variety of cities including New Orleans, Chicago, Cincinnati,
Boston, and Milwaukee. Although minstrelsy provided a power-
ful vehicle for the national distribution of pop music, sheet music
became the chief source of income for publishers and songwriters.
Generally accompanied by colorfully illustrated title sheets, these
songs provided Americans with a cheap source of both popular
art and music. When displayed on the stand of the parlor organ
or piano, sheet music also conveyed fashion, respectability, and
achievement of bourgeois status.27

Like most of the pop culture of the nineteenth century, the
illustrated song sheets, and the pianos on which they rested, were
aimed principally at the literate and increasingly affluent middle-
class audience of America's northern cities. The themes of the
songs, however, most often dealt with commonplace events and
people. As Nicholas Thwa has noted, the lovers described in such
songs tended to be "drawn from the middle or nonurban lower
class. Rarely do they represent the rich or well-born. Usually
they dwell in 'cots' or 'cottages' on mountains, in valleys, or by
the sea."28 Regardless of the origins or authorship of the songs,
a great many of them moved into the hinterlands, North and
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South, and their durability remained evident well into the fol-
lowing century's Jazz Age. The popularity of such songs in the
South is clearly revealed, as we have seen, by their presence in
the standard folk song collections, where their original identities
are seldom recognized or noted, on rhe nostalgia pages of early-
twentieth-century magazines and newspapers where favorite old
songs were requested, and, of course, in the repertories of hillbilly
musicians who kept them alive in the decades after rgzo.

All varieties of nineteenth-century pop music made their way
into the rural South, but songs of sadness, nostalgia, and senti-
mentality seemed to find the greatest receprion there. The death
and devastation wrought by the Clvil War surely contributed to an
overall mood of sadness and insecurity that lingered as long as the
sufferings and separations of the war were remembered. The per-
vasive poverty that clung to the region for many decades following
the war, combined with the unyielding disintegration of the old
economic order, inspired nostalgia for and romanticization of the
past and uncertainry for the furure. With the disappearance of the
open range and the burgeoning of tenantry in the closing decades
of the nineteenth century, the horizons of the plain folk narrowed
dramatically. The Holiness Revival of the post-r87os era brought
reassurance to many poor people; music, as qlways, offered addi-
tional comfort and security. It is no wonder that songs recalling
an earlier vanished society, or extolling the virtues of hearth,
home, and country church, or remembering the Sainted Mother
who had stood at the center of one's moral universe, should find
great favor among rural Southerners in the closing decades of the
century.

Some of the songs that filtered into southern popular con-
sciousness came from the pens of writers well known to stu-
dents of American popular music: Septimus Winner ("Whispering
Hope," "Listen to the Mockingbird," "What is Home Without a
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Mother"); Henry Clay Work ("The Ship That Never Returned,"
"Come Home Father," "Grandfather's Clock"); James K. Bland
("Carry Me Back to Old Virginia," "Oh Dem Golden Slippers");
Charles K. Harris ("After the Ball," "Hello Central Give Me
Heaven," "Mid the Green Fields of Virginia"); Gussie Davis
("Baggage Coach Ahead," "The Fatal \,Vedding," "Maple On the
Hill"); Paul Dresser ("Just Tell Them That You Saw Me," "l Be-
lieve It For My Mother Told Me So"); Edward B. Marks ("My
Mother Was a Lady," "The Little Lost Chi[d"); Wil[ Thompson
("Softly and Tenderly," "Gathering Shelis From the Seashore").

An even larger number of songs, such as "Wildwood Flower,"
"Litt le Rosewood Casker," "Letter Edged in Black," "Put My Litt le
Shoes Away," "The Blind Child," "Tivo Little Orphans," "Light-
ning Express," "The East Bound Tiain," "Over the Garden Wall,"
"Mary of the Wild Moor," "Jack and Joe," "l ' l l  Be All Smiles
Tonight," "Charlie Brooks and Nell ie Adair," and "Whisper Your
Mother's Name,"2e came from writers who have been forgotten
or who are remembered fcrr only one compt'rsition. Students of
nineteenth-century pop music may not know the histories of
these songs, but fans of old-time country and bluegrass music will
easily recognize them. Once imprinted on the song sheets and
introduced to the American public, the songs took on lives of
their own. \7e will never know the motives, nor the degree
of sincerity, that underlay the writing of those tearful songs of
the Victorian era, but generations of rural Southerners have re-
sponded to them with compassion and empathy. Wrirers may
have written with tongue in cheek or with a cynical wink at a
presumed gullible public,r0 or they may have merely conformed
to the conventions of an already proven literary formula. After
all, the nostalgic songs of hearth and home had been demonstrat-
ing their commercial appeal since the early nineteenth century
when John Howard Payne wrote his universally popr-rlar "Home
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Sweet Home," and when Thomas Moore published his influen-
tial songbook lrish Melodies. Moore wrore frequently about the
"'dream' of sweet security, of a 'home' not too precisely defined,
now lost forever in the busy, friendless, risky life of a crowded
cosmopolitan city."rr The southern folk cared not one whit for
motivations, nor did they know or care that "The Baggage Coach
Ahead" was composed by a black wrirer named Gussie Davis, or
that "Mid the Green Fields of Virginia" was wrirren by Charles K.
Harris, a New York Jew who had never been near rhe Old Domin-
ion State,iz or thar a Connecticut abolit ionist named Henry Clay
Work had wrirren "Grandfather's Clock," or rhar a norrhern min-
ister, George Bennard, had written the beloved gospel song, "The
Old Rugged Cross," and that in fact most of their cherished senti-
mental and parlor songs were conceived in the minds of Yankees.
For that matter, their affection for "Dixie," that stirring anthem
of southern patriotism, would probably not have dimmed at all
had Southerners known that its author was an Ohio-born min-
strel entertainer, nor would "Carry Me Back to Old Virginia,"
which is now that state's official song, have lost its luster among
Rebels had they been aware that its crearor was a black songwriter
from Flushing, Long Island.

The neglected orphans who died inthe snow, the heartbroken
maidens who died for love, the wandering boys who longed for
Mother and Home, the neglected mothers who never stopped
dreaming that their wandering boys would come back home, ancl
the brave little boys and girls who rode eastbound rrains on lonely
expeditions to get their poor blind fathers out of jail were real
people to rural Southerners, and they took their places in the
hearts and musical reperrories of the plain people alongside Lord
Thomas and Fair Eleanor, the Gypsy Davy, Barbara Allen, Lord
Musgrave, and other venerable heroes from the ancient ballads.
Very personal songs of heart-wrenching sentirnenr coexisted with
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the older impersonal narratives, with no apparent sense of contra-
diction on the part of either singers or listeners. There should be
no real mystery about the popularity of these more recent songs.
Songs like "Letter Edged in Black" and "Lightning Express" pre-
served the "story" emphasis, and even the complex scheme of
subplots (as in "The Fatal lUedding"), of the old ballads. They
often conveyed moral or didactic messages, and they appealed to
the human need to empathize, even if their ultimate result was
merely escape or catharsis. Rural Sor-rtherners preserved the basic
story lines of the pop songs, and in many cases preserved both
melodies and lyrics in forms very close to their published origi-
nals. Some songs, however, received substantial alteration as they
moved aurally from person to person. As a matter of fact, pro-
fessional entertainers may have changed the melodic structures
and the lyric content of the songs long before they reached the
ears of rural listeners. \7e may never fully understand the social
or aesthetic process that governed the selection or rejection of
songs, nor the reasons for the changes that were made in their
forms.I Songs, of course, have been freely altered because an in-
strumentalist simply could not play the required chords or, as any
fan of bluegrass music would know, to give a song greater punch
and speed. But the folk also tended to omit those words and
chord progressions that seemed needlessly "fancy" or superfluous.
In essence, they simplified or "democratized" the songs, making
them more singable and acclimated to the values and sensibilities
of the folk.

Although the great bulk of nineteenth-cenrury songwrirers
came from the North, at least one of America's preeminenr writers
identified with rhe South and therefore bears a special relation-
ship to its musical culture. He was William Shakespeare Hays,
a writer whose career and popularity do much to illuminate the
powerful interrelationship between America's folk and popular
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cultures. Except for a brief stint as a college student in Hanover,
Indiana, and at Georgetown in Kentucky, occasional forays as a
steamboat pilot on the Ohio River, and a brief sojourn in the
Civil War South as a war correspondent, Hays lived out his life
between r837 and r9o7 in Louisvil le, Kentucky.ra He was passion-
ately devoted to music and had exhibited facile skills as a poet
and musician since his teenage years, but, like most writers of his
era, he never made music his exclusive profession. llis other con-
suming passion, the great Ohio River that flowed so close to his
home, did engage much of his energies throughout his entire life.
Hays was for many years the river editor of the Louisqrille Courier-
Journal, and his columns were 6lled with helpful but prosaic details
dealing with ship schedules and river conditions. He appears tcr
have been the embodiment of his age's masculine ideal: a rough
man with rough and even profane speech, but who exhibited ten-
der sensibilities toward children and women. Idealized visions of
women dominated the story lines of many of his best songs, most
of which he dedicated to rhe women he identifred on the title
sheets.

Hays might best be described as a poet in a poetic age, a
period in which popular poetry filled the columns of magazines,
small town newspapers, ornately decorated giftbooks, and both
privately printed and published volumes. Hays produced at least
three small volumes of poetry and songs,rt along with a large body
of songs distributed on sheet music by publishers in Louisville,
Cincinnati, and New York. Much like Stephen Foster, to whom
he was sometimes compared, Hays prepared different kinds of
songs for different markets. Some songs were aimed at that genteel
tradition to which Foster had aspired, but most of Hays's compo-
sitions were written for the common people, those who received
most of their musical sustenance from minstrel entertainment.
He wrote songs about war and patriotism (his first successful piece
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was a song called "The Litt le Drummer Boy of Shiloh"), polit ical
songs (as a conservative but unionist Democrat), topical num-
bers, a rash of dialect pieces (black, German, Irish, and hayseed),
sentimental songs (about mother, children, penniless orphans,
and abandoned people), religious songs, southern-orienred songs,
and songs about love (both successful and unrequited).16

No other writer produced a greater variery of songs than did
Hays, and it is doubtful that anyone else's songs enjoyed more ex-
tensive circulation, particularly in the twenty years following the
Civil War. Several of his songs each sold in the neighborhood of
three hundred thousand copies. Historians of popular music, how-
ever, pay scant attention to him, or at best provide only grudging
recognition. Hazel Meyer, for example, called Hays "the Irving
Berlin of his day-in mood and quantity, if not in memorability
and quality." On the whole, even those who admit his contem-
porary popularity treat him as a period piece whose music had no
life beyond its own day.r7

In one sense, music historians cannot be blamed for ignoring
what Hays himself seemed not to recognize-rhat several of his
songs took root in the public consciousness and exerted influences
in unexpected ways and for periods of time long past the liG of
their creator. No evidence indicates that Hays knew the exrent to
which at least a couple of his songs were parodied or plagiarized.
He remained genuinely unconcerned about personal profit, and
he tried to make his music as widely accessible to the public as
possible. He may not have known or cared that his "Little Log
Cabin in the Lane" was the inspiration (if not rhe exacr melodic
prototype) of such western standards as "Little Old Sod Shanty"
and "Little Joe the Wrangler," and even of a song far aheld from
them all, "Litt le Red Caboose." Similarly, he may have been un-
aware that his poem, "The Faithful Engineer," first published in
r886 but later reprinted in r895 as "Old Hayseed's Railroad Tiain
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to Heaven," was the model for one of the South's best loved folk-
gospel songs, "Life's Railway to Heaven," a song attributed to
M. E. Abbey and Charles Til lman.

Probably the most important reason for the neglect of Hays's
historical legacy and that of such writers as Charles K. Harris
and Gussie Davis is that popular-music historians simply have not
bothered to look beyond the songwriter's own lifetime, or they
have not been equipped or predisposed to look into the areas
where the music has endured, in the folk tradition and in country
music. Neither the scholars of minstrelsy nor of nineteenth-cen-
tury popular music have been much concerned with the enduring
effects of their subjects. Consequently, the documentation of Will
Hays's influence on twentieth-century southern music has been
left to the folklorists who stumbled onto his songs, or to the stu-
dents of country music seeking the origins of that form of music.
In the early years of the twentieth century, Hays's songs began to
show up on the pages of magazines and newspapers, where old and
requested songs were printed. They appeared again in "folk song"
collections in the late rgros and early rgzos after Cecil Sharp had
made the gathering of folk material seem urgent and respectable.
Hays's name, however, appeared much less frequently than did
his songs. In tgz7, when Carl San{burg's influential The Ameri-
can Songbag was published, a fragment of Hays's "l'll Remember
You, Love, in My Prayers" appeared under the title of "When the
Curtains of Night are Pinned Back" with the following headnote:
"The cowboys of Colorado took a garrulous popular song of the
r87o's, and kept a fragment, the heart's essence of it." In the
same volume Sandburg obliquely suggested "The Little Old Sod
Shanty's" indebtedness to "The Little Log Cabin in the Lane,"
but he again made no mention of Will Hays.rs

Hays's songs demonstrated their enduring popular appeal by ap-
pearing repeatedly in folk song collections; at least one of them,
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"Get in De Middle ob de Road," was published in a Homer Rode-
heaver collection of religious songs where it was described as a
Negro spirituallre "Little Log Cabin in rhe Lane" was recorded by
several musicians around the turn of the century, including the
popular opera singer Alma Gluck. In r9z3 Hays's songs began a
renewed life when "Little (Old) Log Cabin in the Lane," with a
slightly altered title, appeared as one side of Fiddlin'John Carson's
first Okeh phonograph recording. The surprising popularity of this
disc really marked the beginning of country music's commercial
history.ao "Little Log Cabin" began its life in r87r as the nostalgic
complaint of a faithful darkey; by ry23, it had been meramor-
phosed into a more ger-reral expression of regret about the disap-
pearance of rural society-an impulse that remained central to
country music in the decades that followed. Fiddlin'John's rough,
backcountry vocal delivery, accompanied only by his fiddle, was
far from the genteel performance that Will Hays probably envi-
sioned for his song, but he might have been pleased to learn of
the song's endurance. After all, Fiddlin'John had proved that the
song belonged to the people.

As country music's commercial history unfolded in the decades
after rgz3, the central presence in its repertoire of the nineteenth-
century popular songs became manifestly clear, and Will Hays's
songs reappeared with remarkable regularity. On radio broadcasts
and phonograph recordings, in personal appearances, and in song
folios such hillbilly singers as Bradley Kincaid, the Carter Family,
Ernest Stoneman, Mac and Bob, Karl and Hartv, Lula Belle and
Scotty, and the Blue Sky Boys introduced Hays's songs ro new
generations of listeners while simultaneously keeping the music
alive for people who were already familiar with it. Such songs
as "!7e Parted by the Riverside," "You've Been a Friend to Me,"
"l'll Remember You, Love, in My Prayers," "Mollie Darling," and
"Nobody's Darling on Earrh" easily reinforced the emphasis on
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home and parlor-the moral impulse-which remained part of
country music's self-defining image in the decadei following its
commercial birth. john Lair, the genial and nostalgic radio per-
sonality and promoter, began resurrecting these songs, and other
vintage numbers like them, in the early r93os, first in his capacity
as music librarian for the "National Barn Dance" radio program
in Chicago, and later as the host of his own creation, the "Renfro
Valley Barn Dance" in Kentucky.al To Lair, these were not simply
old songs; they were instead remnants of an older and valued way
of life that was fast disappearing.

Although these early country versions of Hays's songs ex-
hibited the enduring appeal of Victorian music and the value
scheme it embodied, none of them could be described as com-
mercially successful. However, they have inspired a continuing
stream of recordings by later generations of commercial country
performers. ln r99o, for example, the Whitstein Brothers, an
old-time-oriented duet from Alexandria, Louisiana, recorded a
version of "\7e Parted by the Riverside" modeled clearly on an
earlier performance by the Blue Sky Boys.a2 On both recordings
the song carried no colnposer credits, but was described as being
in the public domain.

The immediate source of Eddy Arnold's 1946 recording of
"Molly Darling" is unknown, but the tremendous popularity of
Arnold's performance cannot be doubted. He clearly won a larger
audience for this song than Hays was ever able to gain for any of
his compositions. The song, of course, also played a major role in
securing Arnold's position as the number-one country star in post-
war America.ar Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs's version of "J immie
Brown the Newsboy," on the other hand, very likely derived from
an earlier Carter Family performance, and it was generally as-
sumed that A. P. Carter had either written the song or adapted
it from an older number in the public domain. The song was in
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fact a product of someone's rather freewheeling adaptation of Will
Hays's "Jimmie Brown the Paper Boy," written in 1875. Shorn
of some of its more ponderous and saccharine phraseology, and
performed to the melodic and syncopated beat of Earl Scruggs's
guitar, the song became a standard of bluegrass music. No \Yill
Hays song has been more often performed.aa

Bluegrass musicians still occasionally resurrect "Jimmie Brown
the Newsboy" or "Little Old Log Cabin in the Lane," and old-
time musicians like the Whitstein Brothers or Ramona and Alisa
Jones still perform versions of other Hays songs such as "We Parted
by the Riverside" or "Shamus O'Brien."a5 Other pop sounds from
earlier centuries continue to make their way into the perfor-
mances of country musicians. Hornpipes that were danced in
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Britain, or on the concert
stages of early America, as well as minstrel and ragtime pieces
from the first great flowering of American popular entertainment,
even yet appear in the repertories of country fiddlers. Septimus
Winner's "Listen to the Mockingbird" survives as a showpiece
for liddlers, and Henry Clay Work's "Grandfather's Clock" has
become an instrumental piece prized by bluegrass banjo players.
Both of those genteel composers might be shocked at the abandon
with which their once-sentimental songs are now performed, but
they could not be displeased at their endurance and widespread
appeal. Singers like Mac Wiseman, Doc Watson, and Grandpa
Jones also keep alive songs like "Letter Edged in Black," "Little
Rosewood Casket," "Put My Little Shoes Away," "Baldheaded
End of the Broom," and other survivals of early Tin Pan Alley.

To most popular-music historians, these songs are obscure and
largely trivial relics of America's first great commercial flirtation
with mass culture. If mentioned at all by such historians, they are
discussed airily or with tongue in cheek, and dismissed in the corr-
descending fashion of Sigmund Spaeth who called them "songs
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we forgot to remember."46 They are assumed to have been little
more than the passing fancies of our naive forebears, and to have
had no lives past the immediate years of their initial publications.
But any student of country music should know that, while their
writers may have been forgotten, the songs have lived, and have
been remembered. \7e may call them "folk songs," but to the real
"folk" who have preserved, revived, and performed them, they
have been simply old and good songs. ln Bradley Kincaid's day,
when the country music business was still taking shape, they were
part of the cluster of "old-familiar tunes" that were known by most
rural Southerners. They were, in truth, "songs my mama used to
sing." Some years later, as the increasingly commercialized coun-
try music industry generated its own traditions, these surviving
songs might be explained as "old songs I used to hear Bradley Kin-
caid sing on WLS radio." And even later, perhaps during the folk
revival of the r96os when a renewed interest in old songs became
apparent among young people throughout the nation, such a song
might be described as a "Flatt and Scruggs song" or as "one of
my favorite Mac Wiseman songs" (even though these musicians
may have learned such material from older commercial sources).
To be sure, some of the more sophisticated students within the
folk revival, especially thosdwith academic experience, recog-
nized the ages of the songs and often used the term "folk" to
describe them. But only rarely have the names Will S. Hays,
Charles K. Harris, Gussie Davis, Henry Clay Work, Paul Dresser,
or any of the other lesser lights of Tin Pan Alley been admitted
into the discussions of the songs' origins. Nor does one lind much
recognition of the powerful roles played in the creation and dis-
semination of such music by some long-forgotten broadside ballad
vendor, equestrian hornpipe dancer, puppet show fiddler, medi'
cine show banjoist, showboat band, minstrel tenor, singing circus
clown, ragtime pianist, or vaudevil le vocalist. This selective l ist
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of entertainers represents a tradition of popular entertainment
that long antedates the history of the United States, and one that
has always been intimately interrelated with the lives and culture
of the folk. The southern people did not "forget to remember" the
music, comedy, and dance that flowed from these varied forums of
popular entertainment. Simultaneously "folk" and "popular," the
musical heritage bequeathed by this tradition constituted one of

the great bedrocks of the early country music business. Remem'
bered and revered, this music continues to enrich the repertories
of many of the musicians of our own time.

Chapter Three

Mountaineers dnd
C owb oy s : Country lvIu.s ic's
Search for ldentity

The rural music that began to appear on radio
broadcasts and phoriograph recordings in the

early rgzos resisted precise delinition. The men and women who

made the music, as fiddlers, banjoists, string bands, gospel singers,
yodelers, and balladeers, came from many communities in the
South and Midwest, and they represented a wide variety of local-

ized musical expressions. Their music clearly conveyed the fla'

vor, tone, and dialects of grassroots America, but, as we have

seen, it was not totally rural in either source or manifestation'
Furthermore, as incipient professional musicians they had no

models of show business success within their own communities'
The only touchstones of achievement' or objects of emulation,
came from rninstrelsy, vaudeville, and other forms of organized
entertainment. The early country musicians were, preponder-
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